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ABSENT 

	 Jeremy Teale International Rep


INDIVIDUAL REPORTS


Christian: I’m planning to get a sport honours board outside the JCR Office for the winners of the Dyffrig 

Williams Award; it is the only JCR award so it seems a fitting place for it. The funding for it has already been 

approved by Special Projects Committee.


Laura: Academic parenting is going well!


Becki: The Buttery is clean.


Mary: I’m having a Presidential drop-in today, I may be having lunch with Owen Adams - I’ll feedback soon.

Abby: I’ll be seeing Bill about the primary school outreach project.
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Alistair: We did well selling the platinum pass and JCR dues!


Saška: *Explains the Social Calendar*


Jack: The JCR Meeting went well, nominations for committees and Services Officer are now open.


FRESHERS WEEK REVIEW 

Grover: In terms of this fresher week I do think more sleep breaks should have been offered.


Becki: Generally this year was much better in terms of breaks though.


Laura: The first night of clubbing was really bad because of freshers splitting into different clubs.


Mary: We just need to be more strict on it all.


Laura: The freshers were very appreciative of our work this year which is great.


JCR DUES 

Alistair: I’ve got an email coming out, I’ll keep you all updated on lists. Until we’ve got a higher number we 

have to stay on top of those who have not paid their dues to be fair to those who have.


HALLOWEEN 

Saška: Jeremy doesn’t quite like the idea of day of the dead. I wondered did you think people might want a 

Halloween night?


Laura: If you want to then yes, but you might find that people will go out anyway.

Christian: Most people go into town on Halloween, especially as it is on a Wednesday this year. 

DIWALI FORMAL 

Saška: Jeremy wanted to put Diwali formal day the same time as returners formal.


*General discussion before deciding not to have these on the same day*


VENDING MACHINE 

Becki: I don’t know whats happening with the vending machine. 

Mary: I sent you everything I have on it.

Alistair: We have about £3,000 for it.


Becki: I’ll see what I can do!


PS4 

Abby: The PS4 has been stolen again. This time I’m looking into socket locks from the upper JCR budget.


Mary: We can say that if it doesn't turn up we will be calling the police.


ANY OTHER BUSINESS 

Grover: Dan Elliot would like to do a Trevolver this year.
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